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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF THE LITSRATURS 
After the appearance of Wald's [19^7] work in sequential analysis, 
Bellman [l957aJ recognized the broad applicability of the methods of 
sequential analysis. He named this body of methods "d^-namic programming, " 
and applied these methods to many problems (see Bellman [1957] and the 
papers cited there). Karlin [1955] is credited with the first develop­
ment of a general theory underlying these methods. (See Blackwell [I965] • ) 
Many interesting decision processes can be analyzed in the frame­
work of dynamic programming. For example, consider a process or system 
which has a number of possible states- A decision-maker periodically 
observes the current state of the process and chooses one of a number of 
available actions- The result is a transition of the process to a new 
state which will be the state observed at the next inspection of the 
process. Subsequent to each decision, the decision-maker receives a re­
ward which depends on the former state, the action chosen, and the new 
state of the process- Given the initial state of the system, the prob­
lem is to choose actions in a manner that is, in some sense, optimal-
If the probability of transition from one state to another depends 
only on the current state and action, and not on the series of transi­
tions and actions leading to the current staxe, the process is called a 
Markov decision process-
Markov decision processes have been found to be satisfactory models 
in many areas including inventory control, production planning, equipment 
replacement, and marketing- Some of these applications are detailed in 
several of the articles listed in Chapter VII-
2 
A complete analysis of a Markov decision process (known parameter) 
with a finite number of possible states and actions is given by Howard 
[i960]. He analyzed this process as a dynamic programming problem. 
Blackwell [1965] obtained a number of important results for an 
abstract dynamic programming problem with discounted rewards- This basic 
paper has provided the basis for a great deal of research as evidenced, 
for example, by the papers of Denardo [1967], Ross [1968a, b], MacQueen 
[1966], and Rose [1971]-
Chitgopekar [1973] has compiled a bibliography on Markov decision 
processes which contains 163 entries. The fact that the majority of 
these papers and books were published in the last ten years gives evi­
dence of substantial and continued interest in this area. 
In this dissertation we are concerned with discounted Markov deci­
sion processes with finite action spaces. We use the concept of total 
expected discounted reward as our optimality criterion. 
In Chapter II we define the notion of a policy and present results 
pertaining to a known-parameter Markov decision process. We present 
several methods for determining the optimal reward function and an 
optimal policy. Also, a cost analysis is suggested as a means of 
selecting one method from a certain family of methods. Finally, an 
identity which exists for Markov decision processes is recognized- The 
existence of a similar identity for other decision processes is illus­
trated as well. 
Markov decision processes with transition probabilities that are 
random variables are considered in Chapter III. Martin [I967] also 
3 
considers this process and has several related results. We extend the 
notion of policy improvement - one of the solution algorithms presented 
in Chapter II - to the Bayesian Markov decision process. In addition, 
we consider aspects of admissibility and canpleteness for a certain 
class of policies. 
Chapter TV presents the Bayesian sequential analysis problem in the 
framework of a Markov decision process- Algorithms for solving Bayesian 
Markov decision process problems are presented in Chapter V. These 
algorithms are discussed both in the framework of the discounted Markov 
decision process of Chapter III and Bayesian sequential analysis of 
Chapter IV. 
In Chapter VI a new type of algorithm is suggested for obtaining an 
optimal policy for the Bayesian sequential analysis problem. The algo­
rithm is based on "ties" between different types of policies at critical 
posterior points. 
II. MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES: PARAMETER KNOWN 
A- A Decision Process 
Consider a process or system which has a finite n-cjxber of possible 
states. Let S - Cl, 2, .•., N] denote the state space. At time 
points t - 0, 1; 2; ... the process is observed and found to be in 
one of the possible states- After observing the state of the process, 
an action mus-c be chosen- Let A^ = {1, 2, ..., K^} denote the set of 
possible actions available when the process is in state i , i g S . 
H 
Then A = U A. is the action space for the process. 
i-1 
If the procass is in state i at time t and action k e A^ is 
chosen, then tvo things happen: 
(1) The process moves to a new state j (which will be the 
state observed at t + l) according to the transition 
probability p^^ . 
(2) T?ie decision maker receives a reward r^^ . 
Given the initial state ig of the process, the problem is to 
choose actions which maximize the total expected reward over the infinite 
future- To illustrate, let k^ denote the action to be taken at time 
t . The decision maker wishes to choose a sequence of actions fk^l^ 
'''t=0 
which maximizes the total expected reward 
5 
K N k k 
 ^  ^ Pi i i^ i ""l i i^=l ig=l ^0^1 ^1^2 ^r-2 
N 
2 . 
L ^^ 0^1 ':::% -t;.. 
(2.1) 
To effect such a maximization requires the implementation of an 
optimal policy or plan for choosing actions- This maximization is 
hindered by a technical difficulty; the fact that the total reward under 
any given policy (whose expectation is to be computed) will typically be 
Ic 
either infinite or undefined almost surely. For example, if r^^ = 1 
for all i; j e S and k e A , then the total reward is infinite. Or 
if S = [1, 2} , = Ag = [l} , ~ ^22 ~ ^ ' ^12. ~ ^ 21 ~ ' 
1 ]_ , 
r~2 = vl , and r^^ = -$1 , then the series of rewards, starting in 
state 1, is 1-1+1-1+.... Hence, the total reward is not well-
defined. 
One way around the difficulty is to introduce a discount factor 
^ , 0 < g < 1 , so that a unit reward at time t is worth only . 
Hence; given the initial state of the process, the problem now is to 
maximize the total expected discounted reward. 
To analyze this problem, we begin by introducing policy formulations. 
A non-randomized policy TT specifies for each time t what action to 
6 
choose as a function of the history 
^1' ^ 1^ ^t-1' 
(2 .2)  
of the process. Let denote the set of all possible histories of 
the process at time t . Then tt can be characterized by specifying a 
TT CO ^ 
sequence of functions fg } , where g. is a mapping of H, into 
^ t=0 ^ ^ 
For example, if at t = 0 the process is observed to be in state i^ , 
In general, if at time t the process is observed to be in state i^ 
and the current history is given by (2.2), rr specifies that action 
N( Z K: ) possible histories and that TT specifies an action for each 
i=l ^ 
of these possible histories. 
By considering a subset of the set of all possible histories re­
dundancy can be stripped out- Define the following functions: 
St(\) = \ \ G A. 
. N t 
t 
be taken. Note that at time t there are 
and, in general. 
7 
^t-1' ^t-1^^0' "•' S-1^' 
TT I, ® 
The seq.uence of functions [f ] is an improved characterization 
^ t=0 
t+1 
of the policy rr • Note that at time t there are N possible 
values of (i^, i^; —, i^); i.e., the number of possible arguments for 
77 f is N ' . This iS; in general, a much smaller number than 
N T TT 
N( Z K.) , which is the number of possible arguments for . 
i=l ^ 
Associated with each non-randomized policy TT is a real-valued 
function v"'^ , with domain S , which is the total expected discounted 
reward for policy TT as a function of the initial state of the process. 
If the policy n specifies the functions [fY] defined in (2-3), 
t=0 
and if the initial state of the process is i^ , then 
= ^ M -N t f^ fY 
= Z Z ... Z ( TT p/ ) r/ , (2.4) 
t=0 i^=l i ,=1 n=0 ^n n+1 t t+1 
where = f;:(iQ, i^) . 
A randomized policy TT is defined by specifying a sequence of 
TT 
random variables ff^} ' 
^ t=0 
8 
-
. TT 
1 with probability Â-, . 
0 
2 with probability Xjl -
2;l0 ... 1. 
L K. with probability xY -, 
(2.5) 
where 
and 
K. 
2 i - = 1 
0^=1 ^t' ^0 "" \ 
. TT 
A. . ; ... i, - ° ' 4 = \ 
Of course, the class of all non-randomized policies is contained in the 
class of all randomized policies. 
The total expected discounted reward for the randomized policy TT ; 
as a function of the initial state of the system; is 
= + N N t f^ fY 
v"(i ) = E[E p" Z ... Z ( TT p -- )r - ] , (2.6) 
ff"} ^l"- ^t+l"^ n=0 n n+1 z t+1 
where f]^ is given by (2.5). 
Evaluating the expectation in (2.6), we obtain 
9 
00 N N ^0 \ j, 
v"(i.) = ... E E ... £ A(t) r^. , (2.?) 
^0=:^ ^^+1 
where A(t) = TT . . p.^. 
n=0 ^O' O"* n n+1 
The set of all randomized policies just described will he of inter­
est to us in Chapter III and will be discussed further there. 
Our problem is to find, if possible, a policy which has maximum 
total expected discounted reward for all initial states of the process-
To this end, we give the following definitions. 
The optimal reward function v is defined as 
vCi^) = sup v^CÎQ) , for all ig e S , (2.8) 
TT G A 
where A is the set of all policies. 
A policy TT* is said to be optimal if the total expected discounted 
reward for TT* is, for all initial states of the system, at least as 
large as the total expected discounted reward for any policy rr e A • 
Equivalently, TT* is optimal - if 
* 
v' (ig] = vCig) , for all i^ e S , (2.9) 
where v(iQ) is defined by (2.8). 
The question of the existence of an optimal policy for the decision 
10 
process described above is deferred to the next section. 
B. State-Stationary Policies 
Of special interest are the (non-randomized) state-stationary 
policies TT . A state-stationary policy rr is defined by a single 
function f" mapping the state space S into the action space A • 
In other words, the action specified by policy rr at time t depends 
only on the state of the process at time t . Hence, the total expected 
discounted reward for the state-stationary policy rr , as a function of 
the initial state of the process, is 
rr = + N N t f^i ) f''(i ) 
V (in) = Z g Z ... 2 ( TT p ^ ) r ^ . (2.10) 
t=0 i^=l ^t+l"^ n=0 n n+1 ^t t+1 
In particular, f^(i) denotes the action specified (independent of 
time) by the state-stationary policy TT when the process is in state i . 
Blackwell [196$] has proved (in a more general framework) the 
following result. 
Theorem 2.1; If the action space A is finite there exists an optimal 
state-stationary policy n*; i.e., there is a state-stationary policy 
TT* such that 
v" (ig) = v(iQ) , for all i^ e S . (2.11) 
Thus, to find an optimal policy for the decision process described 
11 
in Section k, it is sufficient to consider only state-stationary poli­
cies. 
If the decision maker confines his attention to the class of state-
stationary policies, the decision process can be viewed as a family of 
Markov chains indexed by the state-stationary policies. To illustrate 
the Markov chain feature, recall that if the process is in state i at 
time t and if the state-stationary policy f^ calls for action 
f"(i) = k , then the process moves to state j with probability p^. • 
^ J 
That is, 
P(l^^l = jlio, kg, k^, . (2.12) 
Note that the transition probabilities depend only on the last state and 
CO 
the subse(iuent action. Therefore, the sequence of states {i.} forms 
k fd) 
a Markov chain with transition probabilities p^^ = p^^ . For this 
reason the process is called a Markov Decision Process-
Martin [1967] refers to such a process as a Markov chain with alter­
natives. Using Martin's notation, the process can be characterized by 
specifying matrices ^ and R defined as follows. •& is a matrix 
whose rows are stochastic vectors. 
Pi = (pji. , (2-13) 
where i = 1, 2, ..., N and k = 1, 2, ..., . 
12 
The number of stochastic vectors in ^ is K = 
N 
Hence, 
9 = 
! % 
L ^ j  
(2.lit) 
with dimension K x N . 
Reserving the term stochastic matrix for square matrices of non-
negative elements whose rows sum to unity, Martin [1967] calls Q a 
generalized stochastic matrix-
With each transition vector is associated a reward vector, 
; (2-15) 
k 
where r.. is the reward earned when the process is in state i and 
13 
the decision maker chooses action k resulting in a transition to 
state j . 
The reward vectors can be arranged in a K x N matrix R corres­
ponding to the generalized stochastic matrix g given by (2.14). 
The matrix o can be regarded as the parameter of a Markov chain 
with alternatives. A process for which the elements of Q are known 
constants will be referred to as a known-parameter process. 
Howard [I96O] has given a rather complete analysis of the above 
known-parameter process. In Chapter III we consider the situation of 
uncertain ^ • 
C. Determination of the Optimal Reward Function 
and an Optimal Policy 
Three techniques for determining (or approximating) the optimal 
reward function v are 
(1) The method of successive approximations. 
(2) Howard's [I96O] policy improvement routine. 
(3) Mathematical programming. 
The method of successive approximations is a well-known method of 
mathematical analysis for solving functional equations. Ross [1970] has 
proved that the optimal reward function v is the unique solution to 
the functional equation , 
v(i) = max {q^(i) + p E p^ v(j)} , 
k e A. j=l 
(2.16) 
N 
where i) = Z p^. r^ , i e S . (2-17) 
j=l 
Starting with any bounded (real-valued) function v^ on S , the 
method of successive approximations for determining v in (2.16) involves 
r 
ccilculating the functions {v^j defined by 
t=0 
V N , 
v^ -(i) = max {g (i) + g Z p v,(j)] . (2.l8) 
k e A. j=l ^ 
The important result (proved, for example, in Ross [1970] or Denardo 
[1967]) is that for any such v^ , the sequence {v,} converges to v . 
u ^ t=0 
If VQ is taken to be the zero function, then v^ equals the maxi­
mum expected discounted reward for the process if it terminates at time 
t. 
Equation (2.16) can be viewed as a quantification of Bellman's 
[1957a] "principle of optimality," which states that an optimal policy 
has the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision 
are, the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with 
regard to the state resulting from the first decision- Hence, if the 
optimal reward function v has been determined (e.g., by (2.I8)), then 
the state-stationary policy which, when in state i , selects an action 
. k • ^ V 
k maximizing (q^Xi) + 3 Z p7. v(j)} is optimal. 
j=l 
Before describing the technique of policy improvement, we remark 
that in the case of a process with N states, a state-stationary policy 
TT may be expressed as a row vector 
15 
TT (TT^, , TTjj) (2.19) 
(f'^ (l), f"^ (N)) . (2.20) 
Further, we let P(TT) denote the stochastic matrix that governs the 
transitions of the process when the state-stationary policy TT is used, 
and let R(TT) denote the corresponding reward matrix. Denote the set 
of all state-stationary policies by S . Note that Z is a finite set 
N 
containing TT K. policies. By (2.10), each of these policies can be 
i=l ^ 
evaluated and ccmpared. Howard [i960] has proved that for any policy 
TT e Z the total expected discounted reward function v^ can be calcu­
lated from the vector equation 
V 
TT (I - 3P(TT))"^ q." (2.21) 
where 
V 
TT (V"(l), ...; V"(N))' , (2.22) 
TT (q'(l), q^N))' (2.23) 
and i'(Tr) is the îî x w stochastic matrix consisting of the row vectors 
i = 1, 2, ..., N , where the p^ il I. ''s are rows in the general­
ized stochastic matrix ^ . 
By Theorem 2.1 there exists a TT* e 2 such that 
16 
, for all TT e 2 , (2.2U) 
TT* TT 
i.e., V (i)>v(i) for all i, i = 1, 2, N, and for all 
TT e Z . Any TT* e Z which satisfies (2.24) is an optimal policy and 
calculated from (2.2l) or (2.10) is the optimal reward function. 
The policy-improvement technique can be viewed as a refinement or 
improvement of the technique of complete enumeration just described. If 
N 
the number TT K. is large, complete enumeration requires considerable 
i=l ^ 
computation. The policy-improvement technique finds an optimal policy 
by an efficient search through S as follows. 
(1) Initially, choose an arbitrary policy rr . 
(2) Calculate v^ by (2.2l). 
(3) Find a policy 6 = (ô^j •••? 6^) which satisfies 
6- N 6- „ 
q "(i) + P 2 P._. V (j) 
j=l ^ 
max [q (i) + p S p. v"(j)} , i = 1, 2, ..., N-
k e A, j=l 
(2.25) 
(4 ) If 6 f TT , replace rr by ô and go to step 2. If 
6 = TT , calculate v^ and stop. 
f 
The final policy 6 is an optimal policy and v is the optimal 
reward function. 
A modification of the above policy-improvement technique involves 
17 
the idea of successive approximations and is based on the following facts. 
For any state-stationary policy TT, v" satisfies the lïmctional equation 
v^(i) = q, ^(i) + P Z p.t v^( j ) . (2.26) 
.1=1 
Further, if is any bounded (real-valued) function on S , the 0 
t^t=o 
sequence {vY]™ defined by 
'c+.d) = q. ""(i) + P z v"(ô) (2.27) 
0+1 j=l " 
converges to v" 
These results are immediate consequences of (2.16) and (2.18) for 
the degenerate Markov decision process for which = {f"(i)} , i e S . 
In matrix notation (2.27) is 
= q." + ?P(n)v^ ; (2.28) 
or stated in terms of , 
t-1 , 
= Z [pP(n)]^ q" + 3 [P(tt)]^ Vq , (2.29) 
j=0 
where 
vij(lî))' , (2.30) 
18 
and q.^ is given by (2.23). 
Since 0 < g < 1 , 
V 
TT 
z [PP(TT)]^ q" 
j=0 
(2.31) 
(I - &P(n))"^ q.^ . (2.32) 
The equality of (2.31) and (2.32) follows from the matrix identity 
i=0 
for matrices u all of whose eigenvalues are strictly less than 1 in 
magnitude. 
Thus, the modified policy-improvement technique proceeds as follows-
(1) Initially, choose an arbitrary policy rr . 
(2) Approximate v^ by calculating v^ by (2.29) for some 
t > 1 . 
(3) Find a policy 6 which satisfies 
Z u^ = (1-u)"^ (2.33) 
6 .  N  6 ,  _  
q \i) + p Z v^(j) 
j=l ^ 
k e A^ 
(4 ) If 5 ^ TT , replace rr by 6 and go to step 2 . If 
6 = TT , calculate v^ and stop. 
19 
The final policy 6 is an optimal policy and is the optimal 
reward function. 
The question of what value of t to use in step 2 is of consider­
able interest. If there are many possible actions from which to choose 
when the process is in a given state, then calculating v^_^^ from v^ 
may require a very small fraction of the computational effort required 
to obtain a new policy 5 which satisfies (2.3^). Hence, by appropriate 
choice of t one may be able to reduce the cost of obtaining the optimal 
reward function v . Results in Chapter III are related to this problem. 
In this regard we have obtained formulas pertinent to the two alter­
native procedures stated above, namely using t or using t+1 in step 
2 of the modified policy-improvement technique. We shall refer to these 
as procedure A and procedure B, respectively. 
Let TT^ , TT^ , TT^ , ..., TT^ and 6^, 6^ denote the 
sequences of policies generated by M iterations of procedure A and 
procedure respectively. Let rP = , and let VQ denote an arbi­
trary bounded function on S which is the initial function used to 
TT° 5° 
calculate v^ and Vj. . . 
o o"ï"-L 
After M iterations of procedure A, we obtain the value function 
M M . . k-1 J. t-1 ,, , 4 M-k 
vY = Z TT P(n^-^)]" z [3 ci" 
k=0 m=0 j =0 
* C ÏÏ V, , (2.35) 
m=0 
where 
20 
TT P(Tr^"^) = I , if k < 1 . (2.36) 
m=0 
I is the NxN identity matrix-
Using procedure B for M iterations results in the value function 
E [p P(e«-'')]' 
k=0 m=0 j=0 
. 3(M.l)(t.l)[ ^  (2.37) 
m=0 
In order to attempt a comparison between the two procedures, that 
is, to estimate the value of making one additional iteration before 
maximizing, we must make some simplifying assumptions. 
Let C denote the cost of performing a maximization as given in 
step 3 of the modified policy-improvement technique. The cost of one 
additional iteration, that is, the cost of obtaining v^^^^ from v^ 
for any TT , is denoted c . We call C the cost of a maximization 
and c the cost of an iteration. 
Thus, the cost of one maximization based on t iterations (proce­
dure A) is C + tc and for one maximization for procedure B is 
M 
C + (t+l)c . Further, the difference in cost of calculating v^ (pro-
M t+1 
cedure B) and v^ (procedure A) is Mc . 
M .M 
If the sequence of policies {n }._» and {6 . are identical, 1=U 1=0 
2t 
and if terms of order p or smaller are ignored, then it can be shown 
using (2.35) and (2.37) that 
21 
M M . 
TT N . 
't+l 
v' ' . , - = 3 • K(M) ; (2.38) 
where 
M M 1 -1 M-1 
K(M) = q" - (1-3) [1-3 P(Tr^ )] q. 
M M-1 
= q_^ - (I-3) • (2.39) 
Now suppose K(M) is of the form 
K(M) = k 3" , {2.k0) 
where k = (k^, . ., a vector of constants. 
To estimate the value of an additional iteration, we measure the 
worth in terms of the cost of an additional maximization. 
Using standard economic concepts, we look at the marginal cost o_ 
one additional maximization- This is 
M+1 M M+1 M 
" t'Vi -
M+1 M+1 M M 
= a -v; ) - -v; n , (2.ki) 
where a is a cost constant. 
Hence, the marginal profit is 
22 
M M M+1 M+1 
-v; H 
1 a [pt(k p") - p^(k 
= a k (1-3) . (2.42) 
Since this is a vector quantity, we further simplify the analysis 
by looking at the average marginal profit, which is 
a k gt gM (i_3) ^ (2.43) 
K 
where k = Z k./N . 
Mfl 
Since the difference in cost of calculating v^ and calculating 
M 
vY is C + tc , we have 
a k = C + tc , (2.44) 
or 
p M k  i  ,  ( 2 . 1 . 5 )  
Thus, the average marginal profit is approximately equal, to 
a pt(i_p) (c + tc) , (2.46) 
which approaches zero as t gets large. 
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It follows that procedure B is cost effective if 
a 3^(l-p) (C + tc) > Mc . (2.47) 
Hence, the t to be used in the modified policy-improvement technique is 
the largest t satisfying (2.^7) and optimal values of M and t might 
be found from simultaneous solution of (2.38) and (2.44). 
So far we have concentrated on evaluating policies in terms of 
total expected discounted reward, conditional on the initial state of 
the process. Hence, the value associated with a policy TT can be viewed 
as the vector 
In this section we give an identity which exists for all state-
stationary policies TT for a discounted Markov decision process. This 
identity can perhaps be thought of as a scalar valuation of vector-state 
processes although this possibility is not pursued in this dissertation. 
The existence of such an identity extends to decision problems other 
than Markov decision processes as is illustrated, later in this section, 
for stochastic games. 
To provide motivation for the identity, first consider a known-
parameter Markov decision process having only a single state. Let r 
denote the reward obtained on a single transition of the process when 
D. Scalar Valuation of Vector-state Processes 
TT (v^(l), ..., V"(N))' . (2.48) V 
2k 
the state-stationary policy TT is used. The total discounted reward 
for TT is 
CO 
^TT ^ . -t 
'(1) = Z 9 r = yS- . (2.k9) 
t=0 
Thus J trivially, we have the scalar valuation of TT , 
= A (2.50) 
If the Markov decision process has N states and if TT is any 
state-stationary policy, then the total expected discounted reward as 
stated in (2.26) is, in matrix notation, 
v" = q." + P P(Tr)  v^ ,  (2.51) 
where 
v^ = (v^(l), ..., v^(N))' , 
q"" = (<l"(l), q%)' , 
N TT. TT. 
q"(i) = S p.t r ^ , i = 1, ..., K , and 
j=l ^ ^  
TT. 
P(tt) = (pUj) , an NxN matrix . 
Suppose that the total expected discounted reward for TT is the same 
_TT 
for all N states of the process. Let v denote this reward; i.e., 
V = v"(l) = v^(2) = ... = v^(K) . 
Since PCtt) is a stochastic matrix, P(Tr) v^ = v" and (2.5I) becomes 
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= q" + 3 v" , (2.52) V 
rr 
which implies that all elements of the vector q^ are equal- Let q 
denote the common value ; i.e., 
q = q''(l) = q^(2) = ... = q"(N) 
Thus, we have again a scalar valuation for rr ,  
_TT 
V (2.53) 1-3 
In general, however, the total expected discounted reward for TT 
will differ from state to state and must be represented as a vector v" . 
A method for reducing v^ to a scalar is to average the elements of v^ 
with respect to some probability distribution, say X , over the initial 
states of the process. 
By the definition of an optimal policy TT* , 
V "  ( 1 )  > v ( i )  ,  i  =  l , 2 , . . . , I î  ,  ( 2 . 5 ^ )  
for all TT . Hence, the real number v , obtained by averaging the 
TT* 
elements of v by x , will be no less than the number v obtained 
in the same manner from v^ . 
For the î-iarkov decision process, one slight consider averaging the 
elements of v" with respect to the steady-state probability distribu­
tion over the states of the process. This distribution, of course, will 
be a function of TT . 
For a given policy TT , there exists a steady-state probability 
vector T| , depending on TT , such that 
26 
T' P(n) . (2.55) 
Multiplying (2.5I) on the left by T|' we obtain 
TT 
+ G T,* P(ÎT) V'' V 
(2.56) 
From (2.56) we have 
TT 
TT 
V _SL_ 
1-3 
(2.57) 
_TT _JT 
where v = T * v^ and q = T|' g.^ • 
TT 
Here v can be interpreted as the average long-run expected re­
ward, where the average is taken with respect to the steady-state proba­
bility distribution applied to the initial states of the process. 
The preceding result for Markov decision processes has an analog in 
decision processes related to stochastic games. Before stating the 
identity, we describe briefly a stochastic game using the notation of 
Denardo [196%]. For a more complete description of stochastic games, 
see Shapley [1953]. 
Let S = [1, 2, —, m} , where n e S is the n^^ of a collection 
of M zero-sum two-person rectangular games. At each play of a game 
there is an immediate payoff from Player II to Player I and the possibil­
ity of sequentially moving to the play of another game. Given that game 
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n is being played, the strategies chosen by Players I and II determine 
(i) the expected value of the immediate payoff from Player II to Player 
I, and (ii) the probability law determining whether another game will be 
played, and, if so, which game will be played next. Player I wishes to 
maximize his minimum gain; Player II desires to minimize his maximum 
loss- Let r^j denote the immediate payoff frcm Player II to Player I 
if they play game n and choose pure strategies j and i , respec­
tively, with 1 < i < and 1 < j < m^ . Let p™ be the probability 
that the next game played is game m , given that game n is now played, 
and that pure strategies i and j are chosen by Players I and II, 
M ^ 
respectively. In a stochastic game, Z p.. < c < 1 for each i, j, 
m=l 
and n • A randomized strategy for Player I, denoted , is the vector 
p^ = (p!}, Pp, ..., p^ ) , where p? is the probability that Player I 
n ^ M 
n ^ 
chooses pure strategy i for game n and where S p. = 1 . Similarly, 
i=l ^ ^ 
a randomized strategy for Player II is denoted With strategies p 
and for game n , and with w as the terminating reward function, 
the one-stage expected reward function is given by 
\ % M 
Z Z p^ q? [r?. + S pT w(m)] • (2.58) 
i=l j=l ^ ^ m=l 
Let D and 0 be the sets of all randomized strategies defined 
n n 
on {1, 2, ..., M^} and {l, 2, m^} , respectively. Let the policy 
M 
space for Player I be denoted A = x D and the policy space for Player 
n=l " 
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M 
II be denoted r = x 0 , with 6 e A and y e F • Note that 6 and 
n=l ^  
y are M-tuples of probability distributions. 
Using the theory of contraction mappings (see Section C of Chapter 
III), it can be shewn that there exists a unique bounded function v 
such that for each 6 e ù and y e, V , 
^n % M 
=2 Z 5^ [r". + E p^ 
i=l 0=1 ^ ^ m=l 
''n M % 
Z S 5^ r^ + Z S Z 6° y^ pT v^y(m) 
i=l j=l ^ ^ m=l i=l j=l ^ ^ 
r^^(n) + 2 p^^(n, m) • v'^^(in) , (2-59) 
m=l 
I or n = J-, c;, •••. in • 
Using vector notation, (2-59) can be written 
^6y _ j.6y _j. p(gy) Y^y ^ (2.60) 
where 
v«'>' . ..., v6y(M))' , 
J.6y . (r'ni), rGy(M))' , 
P(Gy) = (p^{n, m)) , an MxM matrix 
29 a 
Note that P(6y) is a sub-stochastic matrix-
By the theory of matrices (see, for example, Gantmacher [1959]^ 
Vol. II, page 63), the maximal characteristic root XQ of P(6y) 
satisfies 
0 < < 1 . (2.Ô1) 
Hence, there exists a characteristic vector v (with non-negative ele­
ments), such that 
Aq V* = V* ?(ô7) • (2-62) 
Thus, pre-multiplying (2.6o) by v' we obtain 
v' p(5y) 
= V r Gy + Xg v' vG? , (2.63) 
which can be written 
J>y 
_57 _ 
V = ^ , (2.61,) 
±-KQ 
where v = v' and r = v' r^^ . 
In conclusion, we note that the maximal characteristic root XQ 
of the matrix P(ôy) associated with the policy-pair (ô, 7) for the 
stochastic game described plays a similar role to the discount factor 
3 in the discounted Markov decision process. Also note that (2-57) 
29b 
shows that the limit as M—> œ of (2.39) is zero, this behavior 
being of course reflected as well in the tentative form (2.^0) for 
K(M) . 
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III. MARKOV DECISION PROCESSES: UNCERTAIN PARAMETER 
A. A Decision Process 
For the decision process discussed in Chapter II, the transition 
probabilities in the K x N matrix 9 were assumed to be known con­
stants. Thus, the decision process was referred to as a known-parameter 
process with parameter ^ . 
One alternative model for a decision process is to assume that the 
transition probabilities in ^ are not known constants. Uncertainty 
about 9 can be expressed by regarding 0 as a random matrix ^ • 
The range of the random matrix ^ is the set of all K x N 
generalized stochastic matrices. That is, 
k ^ k is K X N, p_ > 0, Z = 1 
j-l 
for k — 1, • • •, Ei i, j — 1, . ., N} • (3*1) 
in viewing ^ as a random matrix ^ , we assume there is some 
/ 
underlying probability measure defined on . This measure, of 
course, is unknown to the decision maker. In order to determine an 
optimal policy, the decision maker introduces a subjective probability 
measure which he conceives to be the underlying probability measure on 
. We refer to this probability measure as the conceived prior 
probability measure on • Of course, as the process is observed 
over time information is obtained regarding ^ and then the decision 
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maker's view of the underlying probability measure is expressed by a 
posterior probability measure on • 
If di|f(-g)) denotes the conceived prior probability measure on , 
the posterior probability measure on , denoted dT^(-$>, , is 
defined by means of Bayes' theorem as 
, (3.2) 
J L(h|p)d^(^) 
where h is additional infoimation (given any , and L(h|^) is the 
likelihood of h given & = • 
Also, if the posterior measure dTj^C-g^l ijf) has been determined for 
h = hj^ and subsequent additional information h^ is known, the pos­
terior measure, dT^(^| , becomes the current prior measure and the 
new posterior measure is defined as 
LCh^jh^, ^ )dT^ (^It) 
(^U) = . (3-3) 
^ J LChglh^, ^ )dT^ (^It) 
Q ^ 
KN 
To simplify notation, the prior (initial or current) measure will 
be denoted by ijf and the corresponding posterior measure by T^(ii,) , 
or merely by iji' . 
For the special case in which h consists of a single transition 
from state i to state j under the k^^ alternative in state i , 
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y' will be written: 
1.1 (3.4) 
If the process is observed to be in state i and if ^ is the current 
prior measure, we say that the process is in the generalized state 
(i, \!f) . If action k e is then taken resulting in a transition to 
Useful families 2F of prior measures are those closed under T. 
Examples of these are the generalized beta distributions of Martin 
[1967]; and measures over a finite set of matrices in . 
For given ^ , a non-randomized policy TT specifies for each 
t > 0 what action to choose as a function of the history 
of the process, and for fixed Y , the policy TT specifies the action 
to be taken at time t through the sequence of functions 
state j , the new generalized state of the process is denoted by 
(3, . 
^t ^0' ^ 1' ^ 1' \-i' \-i' (3-5) 
CO (3.6) 
t=0 
defined by (2-3)-
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Associated with each non-randomized policy rr is the total expected 
discounted reward for policy rr . In the unknown parameter case, 
is a real-valued function with domain S x e#} « If the 
initial generalized state of the process is (i^, t) , then 
V (ig, ill) = J V (ig, •^)dijr(^) , (3-7) 
where v^(iQ, is given by (2-h). 
Alternatively, v"(iQ, ^;) can be expressed in the form 
=0 , N K t _fY / f+ 
V (ÎQ, if) = Z er z ... z [ TT p J, (/^0]r \ , (3.8) 
t=0 i^=l 0=0 j j+1 \ t+1 
where 
_k 
Pij(i) = J air(#) , i, j G S , k e A^ , (3.9) 
, (3.10) 
^(t) ^ T^t-1^ , t > 1 , (3-11) 
•"t-l't 
and f^ is given by (3-6). 
As in the known-parameter case, a randomized policy IT is given 
by (2.5)• The total expected discounted reward for rr , as a function 
3^ 
of the initial generalized state of the process, is 
^i ^i 
œ N N 0 H j, 
v^(i_, ^) = Z B S ... S Z ... E B(t)r. . , (3-12) 
t=0 i^=l i^^^=l 00=1 à,=l 
where 
B(t) = IT i < pj\ , 
n=0 ^n' 0 n n n+1 
_k (+  \ 
p^j(^) is given by (3.9), and ' is given by (3-10) and (3.11). 
We conclude this section by considering some interesting properties 
of the set A of randomized policies in the special case that 
consists of a finite number of matrices , where M > 2 . 
Let if denote a probability measure on . For each 
initial state i^ of the process, define the set as 
= {(v"(iQ, P^), ..., v"(iQ, ^ ))|Tr e A} , (3-13) 
where v^ ( i^, -gL ) , j =1, ..., M , refers to the total expected dis­
counted reward for policy rr and prior distribution 
r 1 if e = •&, 
\([(^) = 
0 otherwise • (3.1^) 
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Lemma, g.l: For each e S , the set is bounded, closed, and 
convex. 
k. k 
Proof: (i) Define R* = max {r. .] and r* = m in {r. .} . Then by 
i,j,k i,j,k 
Equation (2.1), 
Ain, &.) < S R* = R*/(l-3) (3-15) 
^ t=0 
and 
""(in, > Z 6^ r* = r*/(l-3) , (3-l6) 
^ t=0 
j  = 1 ,  M  .  H e n c e  R .  i s  b o u n d e d .  
1 ""O 
(ii) David , 1972, has proved closure using the theory of Wald 
[1950]' Since David's proof involves convergence concepts which are 
not used elsewhere in this dissertation, the proof is not given here. 
1 2 (iii) Convexity is proved as follows. Let rr and rr be 
arbitrary policies in A • Then 
11 1 
Z (ÎQ, (i-Q, (ig, %)) 
and 
2 2 2 
TT / . \ _ / TT / . . \ TT / . _ \ \ 
Z LLQ' ..., V LLG, 
are two points of R. .We must shov» for all a , 0 < a < 1 , that 
^0 
there exists a TT e A such that 
T. David, Department of Statistics, Iowa State Iftiiversity, 
Ames, la. Unpublished OA lecture notes. 1972. 
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a (ÎQ; ^ ) + (1-a) f (ÎQ, ; (3-17) 
or equivalently. 
a v'" (ig, ^ j) + (1-a) v"^ (ig, (?^) = v (ig, 9^) , (3.18) 
J = 1, •.., M • 
Recall that the form of an arbitrary randomized policy is given by (2.$). 
Let rr be a policy characterized by 
1 2 
= a x" + (1-a) X. i , (3.19) 
JQ' 0 ^0' 0 ^0' 0 
A b (TT^) + (1-a) b (TT^) 
X" i i = — T r ' (3.20) 
t' 0 t a b^_^ (iT ) + (1-Q:)b^_^ (tt ) 
where 
b, (tt'^ ) = X. . X. . . ... À. . . } (3.21) 
Oq' 0 Jl' 0 1 Jt' 0 t 
j = 1; 2 and t > 1 . 
k. 
1+ 
Note that for all t > 0 , xY . . > 0 and E . . = 1; 
^t'^0"*H j^=l ^t'^0"*H 
hence, rr e A • By use of Equation (2.7) to write expressions for 
1 2 
v" (ig, ^ ), v'" (ig, and v"(iQ, f».) , j = 1, , M , it is 
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easy to see that (3'l8) holds. Therefore, R. is convex. q-e.d-
^0 
We next define a Bayes policy and an admissible policy in the 
g 
special case that 0^ = • A policy TT is said to be a 
Bayes policy for our decision problem if 
B 
V (i.Q, if) = sup J v'Cig, ^ )dy(^) , (3-22) 
TT e A % Q 
KN 
•where (i^, is the initial generalized state of the process. In 
other words, if (3*22) holds, TT^ is Bayes against the prior for 
all initial states i^ . 
The policy rr is said to be admissible if there does not exist a 
policy TT' such that 
(ig, lir) > v^Cig, ù) for all (i^, (3-23) 
and 
v" (ig, •il) >v"(iQ, for some (i^, . (3-2^) 
If (3-23) and (3»24) hold for n and TT* , then ve say that TT' domin­
ate s TT • 
A class C of policies is said to be complete if for any policy 
TT not in C there exists a policy n' in C dominating it. 
Since R. is bounded, closed, and convex in the Markov decision 
^0 
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process problem for finite , it follows that the class of Bayes 
policies for this problem is complete-
Lemina_^_^; The class of all Bayes policies ft for the Markov decision 
problem associated with is complete-
Proof : Since R. is closed and bounded, the admissible class G. , for 
fixed i^ , is complete- The convexity of R. implies that CL. is a 
subset of , the class of Bayes strategies for i^ - (See Blackwell 
and Girschick [195^]*) Therefore, is complete. Hence R is com-
^lete in the sense of (3-25) and (3-24). q-e.d-
B. Generalized State-Stationary Policies 
For the known-parameter model of Chapter II the class of state-
stationary policies was of great importance. We again single out the 
class of (non-randomized) generalized state-stationary policies for 
the uncertain-parameter model. 
A generalized state-stationary policy TT is defined by a single 
function f^^^ mapping 8x3 into A. Thus, the action specified 
by policy TT at time t depends only on the generalized state of the 
process at time t - Eence, the total expected discounted reward for 
rr , as a function of the initial generalized state of the process, is 
v'"(iQ, ij,) = 
CO 
z 
to 
: 
i^_i_^=l n=0 n n+1 
N 
E [ TT 
^t^t+1 
(3.25) 
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where 
_k „ k 
PijCilr) = J , i, j G S , k e , 
VK 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
t > 1 . (3.28) 
The Blackwell [19^5] result cited as Theorem 2.1 in Section B of 
Chapter II applies as well to the more general uncertain-parameter model. 
Before stating this result we define the optimal reward function and an 
optimal policy-
Let TT be any policy. The optimal reward function v , as a 
function of the initial generalized state of the process, is defined by 
v(iQ, = sup v"(iQ, 0 . (3.29) 
TT 
A policy TT* is optimal if 
•v" (ig, 'i) = vfig, i-) , (3.30) 
for all ig e 8 and all 4 e 2? • 
In the context of the present model, the Blackwell [196$] result 
can be stated as follows. 
ito 
Theorem 3*3: If the action space A is finite there exists an optimal 
generalized state-stationary policy TT* . 
Thus, to find an optimal policy for the decision process with 
uncertain parameter, it is sufficient to consider only generalized state-
stationary policies. 
If the decision maker confines his attention to the class of 
generalized state-stationary policies, the decision process can be 
viewed as a family of Markov chains indexed by the generalized state-
stationary policies. 
C. Determination of the Optimal Reward Function 
and an Optimal Policy 
For the initial generalized state (ig, i/) , the optimal reward 
function v(iQ, was defined in (3-29) as 
v(iQ, li) = sup v"(iQ, 0 . (3-31) 
TT 
In the known-parameter process, it is known that the optimal reward 
function is the unique solution of a particular functional equation 
(Equation 2.18). We shall show that the optimal reward function in the 
uncertain-parameter process is also the unique solution of a particular 
functional equation. 
We begin by identifying the functional equation satisfied by 
"vCîq, ijf) . This result is stated by Martin [1967] but without proof. 
Our proof is a modification of one by Ross [1970] for the known-parameter 
hi 
process-
Lemwia. 3-^ • The optimal reward function v satisfies the functional 
equation 
Jc N _k , 
v(i, lii) = max {q (i, + P Z P,.(^) v(j, Ty.(i),))} , (3-32) 
k e j=l 
_k N _k 
i = l ,  • • • j N j  l i f s S f j  0 < 3 < 1 ,  Q . ( i j i | ( )  =  2  p  . ( i { f )  r .  .  •  
j=l 
Proof: Let TT be an arbitrary policy with the property that if the 
process is in the generalized state (i, at t = 0 , then rr 
chooses action k e with probability p^ . Hence, 
_k N k ^ , 
v^(i, 4') = Z p [q (i, ijr) + S p (t) w (j, TV.(t))] , (3-33) 
k e A. j=l 
where w^Cj, T^..(ilr)) represents the expected discounted reward using 
policy TT when the process starts in the generalized state (j, T^j(ii,)) 
at t = 1 . However, 
< P v(j, (3.3^) 
and hence 
TT (1, ijf) < 
_k 
Pk[<l (i, ijf) + P 
N 
Z 
5=1 
) v(j. 
k.2 
_k N _k 
< S p max (q (i, \|r) + g Z P.-.(ilr) v(j, TV (it))] 
k e ^ k e 0=1 ^ 
_k N _k ^ 
max {q (i,  1I;) + 3 Z P,.(^) v(j, TV (t))} • (3-35) 
k e A^ j=l 
Since (3*35) holds for all rr ,  
_k N _k , 
v ( i ,  i j r )  <  m a x  { q  ( i ,  i j ; )  +  3  E  p .  . ( i l r )  v ( j ,  T 7 . ( i l i ) ) }  .  ( 3 - 3 6 )  
k e A. j=l 
To obtain the reverse inequality, let k^ e A^ be any action such that 
J^n ^ k k-
q ° ( i ,  * )  +  e  Z p  °(t) v(j, T °($)) 
j=l 
__k N _k ^ _ 
max {q (1, i) + 3 ^ ?•-(v) "(ô^ • (3-37) 
k e A. j=l 
Let TT be any policy such that action k^ e A^ is taken if the process 
ko 
starts in the generalized state (l, iij) and for the state (3, T. .(^)) 
at t = 1 , TT is identical to any policy thereafter -which is such 
that for a given e > 0 , 
v H ù ,  T . ° ( * ) )  >  v ( j ,  T . j ( * ) )  -  e  ,  ¥  j  e  S  .  ( 3 - 3 8 )  
Hence, 
^3 
V ( i, il; ) - îNi, 
N _k TT. k 
3 2 PifC*) V J(j, T,?(i)) 
j=l 
_kn N _k k 
> q (i, *) + P Z P.^(^) v(j, T."(t)) - 3 e .  (3-39) 
j=l ^ ^ 
However, v(i, t) > v (i, ,];) for ail n • Hence 
_k N _k. k. 
v(i, $) > q (i, *) + e 2 p ,(%) v(ô, T. .(il;)) - 3 e • (3-^0) 
j=l 
Therefore, using (3-37) 
_k N _k 
v(i, ij,) > max {q (i, ,1,) + p S p.,.(t) v(j, Tï.(i!,))] - 3e,(3-^l) 
k e A. j=l 
and since e is arbitrary , 
k N k 
v(i, ,1;) = max {q (i, + p Z P.-t#) v(j, (i|r))} • q-e-d. 
k e A. j=l 
(3.42) 
To show that vfig, ijf) is the unique solution of the functional 
equation given in Lemma 3-^, we introduce the concept of a contraction 
mapping. Before defining a contraction mapping for the Markov decision 
process, we define some terms related to the general theory of contrac­
tion mappings, and state some results which are of importance to Markov 
decision processes-
Let W be a set. A function p mapping W x W to the reals is 
called a metric if (i) p(u, w) > 0 for all u, w e W; (ii) p(u, w) = 0 
if and only if u = w ; and (iii) p(u, v) < p(u, w) + p(w, v) for 
u, V, w e W • If p is a metric on W , then W is called a metric 
space- A function A: W —> W is called a contraction mapping if for 
some p satisfying 0 < 3 < 1 we have p(Au, Aw) < p p(u, w) for 
every u, w e W • The element w* of W is called a fixed-point of 
A if Aw* = w* . A sequence [w } of elements of ¥ is called a 
n=l 
Cauchy sequence if for every e > 0 there exists an M such that 
p(w^; w^) < e for every n, m > M . A metric space is said to be 
CO 
complete if for every Cauchy sequence [w_] there exists an element 
" n=l 
w e W such that lim p(w , w) =0 . For a map A: W —>W the 
n —> OS 
function A^ is defined recursively by A^ = A and A^^^^ = A(A^) • 
Theorem 3-5 (Fixed-point Theorem): Let W be a complete metric space 
and suppose A is a contraction mapping on W . Then A has a unique 
fixed-point, w* . Furthermore, for any w e W , 
lim p(A^ w, w*) = 0 . (3*^3) 
n —> CO 
The proof of Theorem 3'5 can be found in Elsgol'c [196^] and in 
many standard texts on analysis. 
We now apply the general results given above to our Markov decision 
process with uncertain parameter. Let W be the set of all bounded 
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functions on the generalized state space S x 3 . A metric p on W 
is defined by 
p(v, u) = sup |vv(i, v) - u(i, . (3.44) 
Lemma 3-6: The space W of all bounded functions on 2x3 is complete 
in the metric (3.44). 
Proof: Consider a Cauchy sequence {w^} , i.e., a sequence {w^} such 
that; given e > 0 , there exists a real number M_ such that n,m > 
implies sup | w^(t) - -w^(t)| < e . In other words, given e there 
exists such that n,m > M implies Iw (t^) - w (t„)l < e uni-
e s ' n 0 m 0 ' — 
formly for all t^ . Hence, by the completeness of the reals, there 
exists a , call it w(tQ) , such that lim = w-ft^) . Now 
m œ 
consider n^ > . Then lim |w^(tQ) - w^ (t^)] = jwCt^) - (tg)], 
m —5>- œ 0 0 
which implies that {w(tQ) - w^ (t^)] < e . In other words, for 
n > , |w(to) - < e , or, for n > , sup |w(t) - w^(t)| 
< e , i.e., w^ —w , Since w is within e of a bounded function 
w^ , w e W . Therefore, W is complete in the metric p . q. e.d. 
We now identify an appropriate contraction mapping on W . 
k6 
lemma. 3-7- let W be the set of all "bounded functions on the general­
ized state space of the Markov decision process with unknown parameter. 
The mapping A; W —W , defined by 
_k N _k 
Aw(i, Tj;) = max {q (i, iji) + P 2 p (&) w(j, TV.C^))} , (3-^5) 
k e A. 0=1 
is a contraction mapping. 
k N  _ k  
Proof: Let S.(w, = q (i, *) + P S p..(^) w(j, TV (ij,)) • Then 
1 
for any w, u e W , 
k k 
Aw(i; iji) - Au(i; il) = max S.(w, ^i,) - max S.(u, 
k G A_ k s A_ 
= i!;) - max S^ (u, (,) , (3-^ 6) 
k e A^ 
where f(i, v) satisfies 
^\w; = max sf(w, ,ji) 
k e A. 
Hence from (3-^6) , 
Aw(i, - Au(i, v) < 8^(1' t) - 8^(1' *)(%, 
= 32 *)(*) [w(j, T^fi' *)(*) - u(j, T^Y' *)(*))] 
j _2 V 
^7 
< 3 sup |w(j, *)(*) - u(j, ^)(*))| . (3.47) 
j ij iJ 
Thus, 
sup (Aw(i, ill) - Au(i, $) < P sup |w(j, -ç') - u(j, y')|, (3-^8) 
ijljl 
where iji' = • 
By reversing the roles of w and u and combining that result with 
(3-^7), we obtain 
sup |Aw(j; - Au(j, ,ir)| < p sup |w(j, y ) - u(j, f )\ 
< 3 sup |w(j, li) - u(j, 1(;)| , (3-^9) 
5, ill 
the last inequality holding since iji' e 3 • 
Therefore. 
p(Aw, Au) < g p(w, u) • q.e.d. (3-50) 
All these results lead up to the important result, stated in the 
next lemma, that the optimal reward function is the unique solution of 
a particular functional equation. 
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Lemma 3-8- The optimal reward function for the uncertain-parameter 
decision process is the unique solution to the functional equation 
_k N _k , 
v(i, •^) = max {q (i, (0 + p 2 p..(^) v(j ,  TV.((0)] •  (3-51) 
k G A 0=1 ^ 
Proof ; By Lemmas 3-6 and 3-7 the conditions of Theorem 3-5 2.re satis­
fied. Hence, there exists a unique w* e W satisfying (3*5l)* Since, 
by Lemma 3'^, v = sup satisfies (3'51) ? it follows that v = w* , 
n 
and hence that v is the unique solution to (3-51)- q-e.d. 
We also have the important result that the sequence of al 
expected reward functions generated by repeated applications of the 
contraction mapping defined in Lemma 3-7 converges to the optimal 
reward function. 
Lemma 3-9• Let W be the set of all bounded functions on the general­
ized state space of the Markov decision process with unknown parameter. 
Let A be the contraction mapping on W defined by (3-4$). Then for 
any w e W , 
lim A^ w = V , (3-52) 
n > eo 
where v is the optimal reward function. 
Proof : The result is a direct consequence of Theorem 3-5' q-e.d. 
The result of Lemma 3-9 is the basis for the method of successive 
approximations. The optima] reward function v can be obtained (at 
k9 
least in the limit) by successively applying A to any w e W . 
An optimal policy is then any policy which, when the process is in 
the generalized state (i, \jr) , chooses an action k which maximizes 
where v is the optimal reward function. 
The method of policy improvement for determining the optimal reward 
function and an optimal policy will be considered in Chapter V-
h. T- David, Department of Statistics, Iowa State University, 
Ames, la. Unpublished 644 lecture notes. 1972. 
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IV. SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS AS A MARKOV DECISION PROCESS 
A. A Decision Problem 
Some problems in sequential analysis are closely related to the 
theory of Markov decision processes- We describe a particular sequen­
tial analysis problem for which some new results are given in Chapters 
V and VI. 
CO 
Let {X, } be a sequence of independent and identically dis-
t=l 
tributed random variables. Suppose that the probability distribution 
of is either Bernoulli with parameter p^  ^ or is Bernoulli with 
parameter p^  , where p^  < Pg . The decision maker is to decide whether 
the true parameter p is equal to or whether it is equal to p^  • 
Decisions are to be made in the following sequential manner. At 
time t ; t = 0, 1, 2, ..., after observing X^ , X^ , •••, X^  , the 
decision maker may either stop observing and conclude that p = Pj or 
that p = Pg , or he may pay an amount c and obser'/e X^ ^^  • If he 
stops observing and makes a choice between p^  and Pg , he incurs a 
zero cost if his decision is correct and a positive cost L if it is 
incorrect. 
The decision space or action space will be denoted A = {a^ , a^ , , 
where a^  is the action "take one more observation/' a^  and a^  are 
the terminal actions "conclude p = p^ " and "conclude p = p^ ," respec­
tively. 
The problem for the decision maker is to choose a plan or policy 
which minimizes his total loss. However, the total loss associated with 
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a particular policy depends on the true unknown state of nature. In 
particular, if the hypothesis p = p^  is true, then the best 
policy is to choose the terminal action a^  at t = 0 , which results 
in a zero total loss- On the other hand, if Hg: p = p^  is true, then 
the best policy is to choose the terminal action a^  at t = 0 , again 
with zero total loss. With these difficulties in mind, we defer the 
discussion of an optimality criterion for policies until after defining 
and describing a class of policies for this decision problem. 
B. Policies and Risks 
At time t the decision maker has observed the random variables 
Xi, Xg, ..., X^  . Of course, at t = 0 no observation has been made. 
Let hQ represent the sample history of the sequential decision pro­
cess at t = 0 . Then, we could reasonably let h^  = 0 , the empty set. 
For t > 1 , let 
h^  = (x^ , Xg, .•., Xj.) (4.l) 
represent the sample history of the decision process, where x^  is the 
observed value of X^  . Let denote the set of all possible sample 
histories at time t . 
A policy TT specifies for each possible h^  , t > 0 , a probabil­
ity distribution over A = {a^ , a^ , a^ ] . That is, TT is defined by 
TT ® 
specifying a sequence of functions {f,} described as follows. 
 ^t=0 
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 ^ with probability X^ Ch^ ) 
f^ (h^ ) = / a^  with probability X^ (h^ ) , (4.2) 
 ^a^  with probability ^^ (h^ ) 
where 
2 
S -K'Ah.) = 1 and X^(h,) >0 , j = 0, 1, 2 . (4-3) j=0 J ^ ^ ^ 
Note that to identify a policy TT requires specifying ^^ (h^ ) , 
X^ (h^ ) ; and ^^ (h^ ) for all possible sample histories h^  • The 
quantity xY(h, ) is a conditional probability; i.e., given that the 
J t 
sample history at time t is h, , action a. is taken with probability t  J 
X^ (H, ) if policy TT is in use. 
J 
If p = Pi is true, the total expected loss or risk using 
policy TT is 
r^ (TT) = L X^ {0) 
œ 1 1 
+ L £ I. ... S A(t) Xp(h.) 
t=l x^ =0 x^ =0 
+ c 2 2 ... Et A(t)[\J(h^ ) + X^ (h^ )] , 
(4.4) 
t=l x^ =0 x^ =0 
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where 
t-1 
A(t) = [ IT xS(h^ )](pJ if ) , (4.5) 
n=0 
and q.^  = = 1-x^  . 
The risk r^ n^) can be restated (see Lehmann [1959]) in the form 
r^ (TR) = L • Pfagln, p^ ) + c • E(N|TT, p^ ) , (4.6) 
where N is the random variable denoting the nimber of observations at 
the time a terminal decision is made. 
If Hg" P " Pg IS true, the risk using policy TT is 
R^ C-RR) = L • P(a^ jn, PG) + c • E(N|TT, P^ ) • (^-7) 
In the next section we introduce the concept of Bayesian sequential 
analysis which involves the idea of minimizing an average risk. 
C- Optimality Considerations 
In Bayesian sequential analysis we are given an initial probability 
§ that is the true state of nature. Then, the average risk r^ tn) 
for policy TT is 
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r^ (n) = + (l-§)r2(n) • (^ -8) 
It then becomes natural to compare policies by comparing their 
average risks-
The optimal average risk function (Bayes risk) is defined as 
p(ç) = inf r (TT) , 0 < § < 1 • (^ -9) 
TT = 
A policy TT* is said to be optimal if 
r^ (TT*) = p(§) . (4-10) 
It is known (see Ross [1970]) that the optimal average risk func­
tion p satisfies 
0(5) = min{§ L, (1-^ )1, c + E p(x, |) p(T(x, |))] , (^ -U) 
x=0 
where 
P(x, 0 = § Pi + (1-5) Pg ^  ' (^-12) 
and 
SP^dl 
T(x, |) = _ • (4.13) 
P(x, |) 
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Note that p(x, 5) is the probability that X = x given that | is 
the probability that is true, and that T(X, is the conditional 
(posterior) probability that is true given X = x • 
Equation (U.ll) bears certain similarities to (3.5I), the functional 
equation associated with the Markov decision process with uncertain 
parameter. In fact, the sequential analysis problem can be viewed as a 
three-action Markov decision process with an uncountable state space 
S = [0, 1] . The initial probability § that is true is the state 
of the process at t = 0 • Given that the action taken at t = 0 is 
a^  and that the value of the observation is , the state of the 
process at t = 1 is = T(x^ , |) , where T is given by (4.1?). 
In general, the state at time t is if is the posterior proba­
bility at t that is true. Specifically, the state at time t , 
t > 1 , is 
t t 
> .r ' •?' 
§t = 1 1 1 — • 
2 X 2 y 2 x, 2 y.. 
§ + (1-5) ' 
Since this decision process is essentially a three-action Markov 
decision process, we might expect to be able to obtain the optimal 
average risk function p(§) and an optimal policy by the methods of 
Chapter III. There is, however, a difference between this process and 
the previous ones, namely the absence of a discount factor. This may 
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not be as critical as might be imagined because the optimal average risk 
function is bounded below by zero and above by the minimum of the two 
intersecting straight lines |L and (1-§)L • Further, there exist 
risk "ties" which provide additional structure to the problem. This 
concept is discussed and exploited in Chapters V and VI. 
In closing this chapter we give a characterization of an optimal 
policy. Lehmann [1959] has proved that for Bayesian sequential analysis 
there exist numbers g and 0 < g < g < 1 , such that when the 
state is § , an optimal policy is to select a^  if | , select a^  
if § < f J and select a^  if 5 < I < § • 
The numbers | and § are risk "ties" in the following sense. If 
§ = I the risk under action a^  is identical to the risk under a^  . 
Likewise, if g = § the risks under a^  and a^  are equal. 
In Section C of Chapter V we consider policy improvement for Bayesian 
sequential analysis and in Chapter VI we present a method for obtaining 
p cr 
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V. BAYES IAN POLICY IMPROVEMENT AND RELATED ALGORITHMS 
A. Policy Improvement for Markov Decision Processes 
with Uncertain Parameter 
In Section C of Chapter III we have proved that the optimal reward 
function v for the }fe,rkov decision process with uncertain parameter 
can be obtained (at least in the limit) by the method of successive 
approximations. Once the optimal reward function v is known, an opti­
mal policy is easily specified as follows. Let rr be the generalized 
state-stationary policy, which, when the process is in the generalized 
state (i, ii[) , selects an action maximizing the right-hand side of 
(3-32); i.e., rr is such that 
q (i, 1];) + p 2 p (^ ) v(j, T:^  ' *'($)) 
j=l  ^  ^
_k N _k , 
= max [q. (i, + p Z v(j, TV (lit)} ,  (5.I) 
k e A. j=l 
for all (i, ijf) eSx3 . 
An alternative method of obtaining the optimal reward function and 
an optimal policy for this process is the technique of policy improve­
ment. Blackwell [1965], Denardo [I967], and others have generalized 
Howard's [I96O] policy-improvement technique. However, these authors 
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We wish to show that is the unique solution to ($.2). To do 
this, we first introduce a mapping defined on the set W of «n bounded 
( r e a l - v a l u e d )  f u n c t i o n s  o n  3 x 5 .  
For any generalized state-stationary policy TT , define the mapping 
: W —W , as 
J'ix, N_f"(i, m , 
H^ wCi, •^ ) = q. (i, B Z P<< (4) v(ô, T.  ^  ^(iit))* 
f £ X \ HT jnTT f -
 ^ -y 
(5.3) 
Lemma 3.2; The mapping defined by (5-3) is a contraction mapping. 
Proof ; For any w, u e W , 
H^ (l, i) - H^ u(i, iO 
N _f"(i, ilr) -n/. \ „tT/. . \ 
= P 2 Pi,. (*) [w(j, V)(^ )) . u(j, Tf/^ ' ?)(&))] 
i=l 
ij 
,TT/ . 
< P sup [w(j, Tf *)(*) - u(j, T^ /^ ' *)(*))] 
i; j, <, 
< 3 sup [w(j, - u(j, $)] 
j, 1^-
< 3 sup |w(j, - u(j, i(r)l 
Ô, t 
= P p(w, u) . (5.4) 
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have not addressed themselves specifically to policy improvement for the 
decision process with uncertain parameter. 
Before giving a detailed description of the technique of policy 
improvement, we indicate the idea underlying the technique. Initially, 
an arbitrary policy - is selected and its total expected discounted 
reward function v" is calculated. Using v^  , a "better" policy 6 
is obtained. (The method of obtaining 6 will be explained later.) 
Then, v^  is calculated and the above process is repeated until an opti­
mal policy is obtained-
The following lemma gives an important property of the reward func­
tion associated with any generalized state-stationary policy. 
Lemma 5.I: Let TT be an arbitrary generalized state-stationary policy. 
The total expected discounted reward function v^  satisfies the func­
tional equation 
w(i, v) 
T ( i; •i)  _ 
(i, v) + p Z P.. 
j=l 
K_f"(k, i,) 
(ù) w(j, *)(&)) , 
(5.2) 
q 
i = 1, ..., Ef, Ù e 5, 0 < 3 < 1, 
Proof ; This result is a special case of Lemma 3*^ - q.e-d. 
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Hence, 
sup [H w(i, y) - H u(i, < 3 p(w, u) . (5*5) 
i, V  ^
By interchanging w and u in (5-^ ) and ($.$), we obtain 
sup [H^  u(i, $) - w(i, ^ )] < p p(u, w) • (5-6) 
i, y 
Combining (5-5) and (5.6), we have 
p(H^  w, u) < p p(w, u) . q.e.d. (5-7) 
The preceding results enable us to prove the following result. 
Lemma $.3: The total expected discounted reward v^  for an arbitrary 
generalized state-stationary policy n is the unique solution to the 
functional equation 
T) N_F''(I, TT, \ 
w(i, ijr) = q (i, ijr) + p 2 p, (^ ) w(j, T. / ' ^ (i;-)) • 
(5-8) 
Proof : By Lemmas 3-6 and 5*2 the conditions of Theorem 3-5 are satisfied. 
Hence, there exists a unique w* e W satisfying (5-8), i.e., w* = w*. 
By Lemma $.1, v^  satisfies (5.8). Hence, v^  = w* and is the unique 
solution to (5.8). q.e.d. 
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For a map H : W —*- W the function h'^  is defined recursively 
IT IT 
by = H and = H (H°') • For any TT , repeated application of 
TT TT TT TT TT 
to any w e W will result in the evaluation of v^  • This is shown 
by the following result. 
Lemma 5.^ : For any generalized state-stationary policy TT and any 
w e W , 
v^  = lim w = w , (5-9) 
n —>• œ 
where v^  is the total expected discounted reward function for TT • 
Proof: The result follows directly from Theorem 3•5- q.e.d. 
Let TT be an arbitrary generalized state-stationary policy. Suppose 
we have evaluated the corresponding total expected reward function v^  • 
We wish to, if possible, find a generalized state-stationary policy 6 
which is better than rr . Let 6 denote the policy which, when the 
process is in the generalized state (i, \j[) , chooses an action k e 
maximizing the right-hand side of (5.l); i.e., the policy 5 satisfies 
,). 3 : »)(,)) 
j=i  ^  ^
_k W _k , 
max {q (i, ^ ) + p Z p..(^ ) v"(j, T7.(,),)) . (5-10) 
k G A. j=l 
The following lemma compares the policies TT and 6 • However, we 
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first introduce some notation. For w, u e W , we write w > u if 
w(i; i}i) > u(i, 0 for every (i, e S x 3 . We write w > u if 
w > u and w u . 
Lemma 5.5: Let TT be any generalized state-stationary policy and denote 
its total expected discounted reward function as . Let 6 be the 
generalized state-stationary policy defined by (5.10). Then, 
(i) . (5.11) 
Further, if TT is not optimal, i.e., if v" v , then 
(ii) > v" . (5-12) 
Proof: (i) For an arbitrary policy TT and any policy 6 satisfying 
(5-10), 
_f^ (i, 'h) N _f^ (i, 1^ ) \ 
H v^ (i, = q (i; *) + P Z p (^ ) 
0 j=i 
> q. (i, *) + 9 Z Pii (t) V (j, 
j=l 
= v'"(i, . (5.13) 
By the definition of , rr arbitrary, we see that 
w > u implies H w > H u • ($.14 ) 
TT ~ TT 
We refer to ($.l4) as the monotonieity property of the operator . 
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Applying the operator to both sides of (5*13) we obtain 
v" > v" > v" , 
and by induction, 
v"" > v" . (5.15) 
Letting n —> œ in ($.1$) and using (5-9) we obtain 
• (5-16) 
(ii) We show that if n is not optimal, then . Suppose 
. Then, by ($.10) and from the fact that v" = , v" satis­
fies the optimality equation given as (3-32)» Hence, by uniqueness, 
TT V = V • q.e.d. 
We reiterate the steps in the policy-improvement technique prior to 
stating an important related result. The first step is to select an 
arbitrary policy TT . Second, calculate v^  . Third, determine an 
improved policy 6 by (5.I0). That is, determine ô such that 
v^  - A v^  , where the mapping A is the maximization operator given 
by (3"^ 5)- Fourth, calculate v^  . Fifth, repeat the above steps until 
a policy y is obtained where A v'^  = v'^  , at which point y is optimal 
and v^  is the optimal reward function. 
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Lpmma 5.6: Let jp be any generalized state-stationary policy for the 
XI  ^
Markov decision process with uncertain parameter. Let {TT } be the 
n=l 
sequence of policies determined by the policy-improvement technique. 
n CO 
Let {v } denote the corresponding total expected discounted reward 
n=0 
functions. Then, 
n 
lim v" = V . (5.17) 
n —œ 
Proof: By repeated application of the first part of Lemma 5-5, we obtain 
n+1 n 
v" > v" , n = 0, 1, 2, ... . (5.18) 
From the definition of the optimal reward function v , 
n+1 n 
V > v^  > , n = 0, 1, 2, ... . (5.19) 
Therefore, by the second part of Lemma 5*5^  it follows that 
n 
lim v = V q.e.d. 
n —>• CO 
In terms of the contraction mappings A and H , the technique of 
policy improvement can be represented as (5-20) below, where the expres­
sion is to be read from right to left. 
0 
... A ... if, A A A v" . (5-20) 
TT rr TT TT 
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Note that in (5-20)^  A determines a policy and 
0 1 
A v" = v" , etc. 
TT 
In applying the technique of policy improvement to real problems, 
we would expect that the technique would terminate in a finite number of 
policy changes and that the total expected reward function for the last 
policy would adequately approximate the optimal reward function. We give 
a procedure and prove that it has both of the above properties. The pro­
cedure consists of the following four steps. 
(1) Select an e , e > 0 , and choose an arbitrary generalized 
state-stationary policy rr . 
(2) Calculate v^  by (3-25) or (5.9). 
(3) Find a policy 6 which satisfies H.v^  = A v" . 
0 
) If P(v", H. v") > e , replace TT by 6 and go to step 2. 
0 
If p(v"; v^ ) < e , calculate v^  and stop. 
lemma 5•7• The four-step technique terminates after a finite number of 
iterations. 
Proof ; If steps 2 through h are iterated n times, the resulting policy 
6 has the property that 
p(v^ , v) < p(v", v) , (5"2l) 
which, incidentally, illustrates an alternative method of proving Lemma 
5.6. It follows from (5-21) that the four-step technique terminates 
after a finite number of iterations. q.e.d. 
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Leama 5.8 : The final policy 6 obtained by the four-step technique 
described above satisfies 
p(v^  v) < e/(l - 3) . (5-22) 
Proof : Since v^  > v^  , 
p(v^ , v) < p(v", v) . (5-23) 
Further, since lim A" V^  = V , we have (by the triangle inequality), 
n —^  CO 
p(v^ , v) < Z p(A^  v", v^ ) 
n=0 
< Z p(v^ , A v^ ) 
n=0 
= p(v", A v^ )/(l - 3) . (5-24) 
Since A v" = H. v^  , and because p(v", A v") = p(v^ , H v^ ) < e , 
6 0 — 
we have from (5*23) and (5.2^ 4-), 
p(v^ , v) < e/(l - 3) . q.e.d. (5'25) 
We conclude this section by presenting an identity (similar to the 
one given in Section D of Chapter II) which exists for all generalized 
state-stationary policies rr for the discounted Markov decision process 
with uncertain parameter. 
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For given policy TT and given prior measure , let P-{TR, IJI) 
denote the NxN matrix whose elements are defined by 
f (i; f ' I /< , \ 
p.. (4) = J pJi ' ^ a , i;j = 1, N . 
IJ  ^ J IJ 
(5-2S) 
Then, as in (2.51) for the known-parameter process, the total expected 
discounted reward function for policy TT can be expressed as 
where 
v"(ilr) = + 3 ?(•", v^(T(*)) ,  (5.27) 
(,1,) = (v"(l, v^ (N, , (5-28) 
_f"(l, _f''(N, i) 
q (4) = (q (1, i), q (% *))' , (5-29) 
v"(T(*)) = (v"(l, T(*)), v^ (N, T(-^ )))' , (5-30) 
with 
N _f"(i,  ^ .TT,. X 
v"(i, T(*)) = z p U) v^ (j,  ^
j=l 
(^\;) V f .i T. , 
i = 1, N • (5-31) 
For given TT and I|[ , there exists a probability vector 1] , 
depending on TT and ,i,- , such that 
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T,' = T;' P(tt, 0^ . (5-32) 
This, of course, is based on the same Markov chain results used in 
(2.55)-
Multiplying (5-27) on the left by and using (5-32) we obtain 
T/ = T,' q^ (v) + 3 T; V^ (T(^ .)) ; (5-33) 
or 
_TT _TT _rr 
V (ù)  =  q  (v )  +  9  V (T(a) )  ,  (5.34)  
_TT _ _TT _Tr 
where v (;) = T;' V"(Ù) , % (%) = , and v (T(Ù)) = 
7/ v"(T(t)) . 
Using (5.3^ ), we see that 
TT TT TT TT /_  — /  \  — < s  
TT t \ t f y. \ t \ ( I «"ft I  1 « Q 1 «'• f » • 
& =  V IT I * ; ;  -  V ,  15.35;  
which can be viewed as a measure of the average value of the information 
associated with a single transition of the process, where the average is 
taken with respect to the stationary prvbability distribution associated 
with policy TT • As with the identity presented in Chapter II, although 
we do not pursue it, one might consider A^ (§) as a measure of worth of 
a policy TT • Thus, one would then attempt to find a policy which pro­
vides the largest long-run average increase in value over a single 
transition of the process. 
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B. Algorithms Intermediate to Successive Approximations 
and Policy Improvement for Markov Decision 
Processes with Uncertain Parameter 
The method of successive approximations and the policy-improvement 
technique can be viewed as two members of a family of algorithms for 
solving a discounted Markov decision process. The method of successive 
approximations consists of repeated applications of the operator A 
(defined in Lemma 3*7) to any w e W , where W is the set of all 
bounded (real-valued) functions on the relevant state space; i.e., A is 
applied repeatedly to w as follows , 
... A A A A w . (5*36) 
By Theorem 3'5, lim A^  w = v , the optimal reward function. 
n —^  œ 
The policy-improvement technique consists of repeated applications 
of the operators A and H (H is defined in (5*3)) to any w e W in 
the following manner, 
... H°2 A A H"Q A w . (5-37) 
TT TT TT 
n 
Recall that H°°w = lim if w = v^  , and that lim v^  = v . 
n  — C O  n  — > •  0 0  
Examination of (5.36) and (5-37) and recalling that H is a mono­
tone operator reveal that there exist a host of algorithms between the 
method of successive approximations and the policy-improvement technique. 
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An obvious intermediate algorithm would be 
.. A A A w , (5-38) 
6 6 6 
or more generally, 
Hp 0^ 
. . H ^ A H ^ A H q A w  ,  ( 5 . 3 9 )  
y y y 
where n^ , n^ , n^ , — are positive integers. 
At a still higher level of generality is the algorithm 
n^  m n m n m 
. . . H ^ A^ H^ A^ HQA^ w , (5-^ 0) 
Ti T| Ti 
where n^ , n^ , n^ , ••• are non-negative integers and m^ , m^ , — 
are integers greater than or equal to unity. Clearly, (5.36) through 
(5-39) are special cases of ($.4o). That all these algorithms converge 
follows from the monotonicity of the operator H and the convergence 
of successive approximations. 
We have proved in Lemmas 3'7 and $.2 that A and H are contrac­
tion mappings on the space S x 3 , which is the relevant space for the 
Markov decision process with uncertain parameter. Hence, the above 
algorithms apply equally as well to the Bayesian decision process-
Denardo [1967] has suggested that if computing Aw is much cheaper 
TT ® 
than computing v = w ; then computing 
... H=2 A» w ($.41) 
TT TT TT 
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is to be recommended over (5*37)-
A similar algorithm is to compute until the policies repeat 
(with, say )^, compute which replaces w , and to repeat as 
necessary. 
MacQueen [1966] has presented a technique for generating sequences 
of lower and upper bounds on the optimal reward function v • Porteus 
[1971] has suggested an algorithm similar to (5.^ 1), but whose stopping 
rule depends on bounds similar to MacQueen's [1966]. 
MacQueen [1967] also has given a procedure for identifying actions 
which are suboptimal and hence which can be eliminated from consideration. 
This results in lower cost when applying the operator A. Since some of 
the above algorithms involve calculating Aw fairly often, these algo­
rithms should benefit from the identification of non-feasible actions 
associated with certain states. 
C. Policy Improvement for Bayesian 
Sequential Analysis 
Since we can view sequential analysis as a three-action Markov 
decision process with an uncountable state space, we can consider 
applying the methods outlined in the previous section to the sequential 
analysis problem. 
In particular, we outline policy improvement, indicate the idea of 
successive approximations, and indicate a modified policy improvement 
algorithm which makes use of the concept of a "tie." 
Policy improvement proceeds as follows. 
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(l) Initially, let < xg define the policy which chooses 
ag if g < , chooses a^  if § > Tg  ^ and. chooses 
0^ T° < Ç < 7° • 
(2) Evaluate 
§ L if § < T. 
v(e) = <J c + s p(x, ç) v(T(x, §)) if T? < § < Tp 
x=0 
(I-§)L if G > T, 
where, for < § < Tg , 
v(§) = c + S p(x, §) V(T(X, §)) 
x=0 
is evaluated recursively starting with an initial function 
v^  which is zero for • That is, use 
?v(5) = c + Z p(x, c) v^ _^ (T(x, §)) , 7° < E < TG 
x=0 
(3) Calculate 
v*(|) = min{§ L, (1-§)L, c + 2 p(x, §) V(T(X, §))} 
x=0 
If V* = V , then Tg) is an optimal policy. If 
v* / V , let and RI "be values of T-, and TO 
which satisfy 
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r^ L = c + Z p(x, T-,)V*(T(X, T, )) , 
x=0 
(l-Tp)L = C + 2 P(X. TO) V*(T(X, TP)) 
x=0 
Thus, and Tg define a new policy. Replace , 
Tg Tg in step 2 and continue iterating steps 
2 and 3 "until" an optimal policy is obtained-
The method of successive approximations operates as follows. 
Select ; Tg where < Tg • Let 
? t 
V?) = < 
if 
if 
if 
§ < 0 
Ti < 5 < Tg 
5 >T2 
Define 
= min{| L, (l-§)L, c + Z p(x, §) VQ(T(X, ç))} 
x=0 
§ L if § < T 
= ( C + L p(x, G) VQ(T(X, G)) if < I < T 
x=0 
(1-§)L if 5 > T; 
Repeat as necessary. 
A modified policy-improvement technique is as follows. Select 
0 0 ^  0 . 0  ^  .  
Tg where < Tg - I^ et 
1 _ 
V*(T-,) = C + Z p(x, TN ) v*(T(x, T-,)) , 
x=0 
1 
V*(TP) = C + 2 P(X, TP) V*(T(X, TO)) • 
x=0 
If = V*(t^ ) and (L-Tg)^  = V^ Crg) J then we have risk "ties" and 
Tg represent an optimal policy. If not, let Tg t)e the 
values of Xg satisfying 
1 
T-,L = C + Z p(x, T-, ) V*(T(X; T-,)) , 
x=0 
1 
(L-Tp)L = c + Z p(x, Tp) V*(T(X, Tp)) . 
x=0 
Again, repeat as needed. 
To conclude this section, we outline a procedure for evaluating 
exact expressions for ASN and OC functions for a Bayes policy for sequen­
tial analysis. 
Policy improvement, as outlined, provides a method for evaluating 
the risk function associated with any policy. Thus, by step 2 of policy 
improvement we have the risk for the policy (|, |) given in the fom 
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r 
= < 
§ L 
c + E p(x, 5) r (T(x, §)) , 
x=0 
(I-§)L 
if s < E 
if : < § < S 
if S > § 
(5-42) 
We also know from the definition of a policy for sequential analysis 
that the risk function r^ fn) can be written in the form 
(-) = § r^ (TT) + (l-§) rp(7T) 
= [^L P(ap|TT, P,, S) + c ASK(TT1P,, §)] 
+ (1-g) [L P(a^ |n, Pg, s) + c ASN(n|pg; ^ )] • (5-^ 3) 
Thus, for I < I < I , substituting (5-^ 3) into (5-42), we have 
E {L Pfagin, p^ , |) + c ASN(TT|P^ , ç)} 
(1-E) [L P(A^ L^ , P]_, §) + C ASN(TT| PG, S)} 
= c + Z p(x, §) {T(x, §) [L P(a |TT; p, , T(x, §)) 
x=0 
c ASN(TT|P^ , T(X, §))] 
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+ [1 - T(X, §)] [L P(A^ |TR, T(X, §)) 
+ c ASN(tt|P2 ,  T(x, |))]} . (5-^ ) 
If L = 0 , c = 1 , then (5'^ ) becomes 
I ASN(TT1P^ ; Ç) + (1-|) ASWCTTIP^ , |) 
1 
=  1 + 2  p(%, C) [T(X, §) ASN(TTjp,, T(x, ç)) 
x=0 
+ (1 - T(x, |)) A8N(TT|pg, T(x, g))] , (5-^ 5) 
and we have an equation involving just the six uiiknown ASN's-
EoW; for any | < § such that T(0, §) < | and T(1, §) > | j 
we have, if p^  = 1 , 
ASN(TT1P^, l) = 0 
ASNCttIp^ , §) = 0 
ASN(TTjp^ , T(0, E)) = 0 
ASN(tt|P2 ,  T(0, ç)) =0 
ASNUIp^ , T(l, §)) = 0 , 
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and hence (5-^ 5) provides a value for ASN(Tr|p2^  T(l, ç)) . 
Similarly, we could evaluate ASN(n|p^ , T(1, |)) by setting 
Pg = 1 . Thus, combining this procedure with methods which provide 
exact ASN values for certain values of | , we can evaluate 
ASN(tt|pj^ , |) and ASNCtrlPg, ç) for all g • 
Likewise, if c = 0 and L = 1 , then (5-^ )^ becomes 
§ PCagln, p^ , §) + (l-§) P(a^ |TT, Pg, §) 
S p(x, §) [T(X, P(aJTT, p,, T(X, §)) 
x=0 
+ (1 - T(X, §)) P(a^ |Tr, Pg, T(x, §))} , (5-46) 
which involves six unknown probability functions. 
By an analogous argument as presented for ASN's, we can evaluate 
P(a^ k, Pg, ç) and PCagjn, p^ , §) for all f . 
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VI. M ALGORITHM FOR SEQUEÎITIAL ANALYSIS BASED ON "BAYES TIES" 
In this chapter we present an algorithm for obtaining an optimal 
policy for a sequential analysis problem. 
A. Bayes Policies and "Bayes-Like" Policies 
Consider the binomial sequential decision problem for the two states 
of nature 
P = (6.1) 
Hg: P = Pg (P^  < Pg) (6-2) 
with unit sam.pling cost and wrong-decision regret L . Let g be the 
prior probability that is true and let rr be a policy as defined in 
Chapter IV. Then, for the two states of nature, the risks associated 
r^ (TT) = L ' P(ag|TT; p^ ) + ASK(n, p^ ) (6.3) 
and 
rp(TT) = L • Pfa^ jn, p^ ) + ASN(rr, Pg) , (6.4) 
where ASN(TT, p^ ) = E(A:|n, p^ ) , i = 1, 2 , as defined by (4.6). 
The total average risk or Bayes risk for TT is 
z^ Cn) = § • r^ (n) + (l-§) rgfn) . (6.5) 
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The optimal risk function is defined as 
p(|) = inf r (TT) • (6.6) 
TT 
As stated in (i+.ll), the optimal risk function p , as defined in 
(6.6), satisfies the functional equation 
1 
p(§) = min {çL, (l-§)L, 1+2 p(x, §) p(T(x, §))} , (6.?) 
x=0 
where p(x, |) and T(x, |) are given by (4.12) and (4.13). Moreover, 
p is a concave function and is continuous in the interval [0, 1] . 
1 2 
Let TT denote a policy that accepts H, at t = 0 , and TT a 
1 
corresponding policy that rejects IL . That is, (0)  = 1 and 
2 
Xg (0) = 1 - Then from (6.5) , 
r (TT^ ) = (l-g)L , and (6.8) 
r (n^ ) = I L . (6.9) 
Lehmann [1959] has defined a function p as 
p(§) = inf r (TT) , (6.IO) 
TT G G -
C. is the class of policies requiring at least one observation. Lehmann 
proved that p is concave and is continuous in the interval (0, l) . 
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From the theory of Chapter V , p satisfies the functional equa­
tion 
1 _ 
p(|) = 1 + Z p(x, 5) p(T(x, i)) • (6.11) 
x=0 
Also , the optimal risk function p satisfies the equation 
p(s) = min[ïL, (l-g)L, p(s)} - (6-12) 
Let § and | be the values of g such that 
_ 
= p(§) 
) if p( I ) < -^  , (6.13) 
 ^ 2 
(i-s)i = ;(s) 
I = i = k if p( & ) > & • (6.14) 
We call the points | and § "Bayes ties." 
Lemma 6.1 (Lehmann, 1959): Let | , g satisfy (6.13)* If 0 < § < g , 
the Bayes risk (6.5) is minimized by • If g < § < 1 ; (6.5) is 
minimized by TT^  . If 0 < § < | < 1 , then for all § < § < § the 
Bayes risk is minimized by any sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) 
with boundaries 
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1 -
1 - § 
B = ' A = —^  • —r- • (6.15) 
Thus, a Bayes policy is characterized by the "Bayes ties" | and 
§ . That is, a Bayes policy follows the following procedure. At time 
t , t = 0, 1, 2, ..., 
Take action a^  if 0 < < § 
Take action a^  if § < < § (o.lo) 
Take action a^  if  ^ < 1 , 
where is defined by (4.1%-). 
Since an optimal policy has the form outlined in (6.l6), a search 
for an optimal policy for a given L is confined to a class of policies 
whose members we call "Bayes-like" policies. Such policies are charac­
terized by the two values a^ id Tg  ^ 0 < < Tg < 1 , and prescri be 
the following actions. 
Take action a^  if 0 < 
Take action a^  if < Tg (6.1?) 
Take action a^  if Tg < < 1 . 
Eq.uivalently, a "Bayes-like" policy follows the procedure 
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Take action a^  if 0 < § < 
Take action a^  if Tg < 5 5^  (6.18) 
Perform SPRT*s (indexed by |) if < § < xg • 
The SPRT's in (6.l8) have boundaries described by 
where 
R(Tg, §) = log ( — )( ' (6.20) 
"2 " -
1 - Ti 
R(Ti, 5) = log ( )( ^ 4% ) , (6.21) 
Pp(l-P-. ) 
1"PT 
s = log ( ) . (6.23) 
The vertical width W of the SPRT continuation region or "template" 
is 
R(T,, 1) iRfTg, g ) \  
W = + 
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1 - T-, Tq )( ) 
, (ê-24) 
and does not depend on g . The slope of the template is S = s/r which 
is independent of the values and -
B. Exact Expressions for the Risks of "Bayes-like" Policies 
we consider the binomial decision problem under the restriction 
that Pg = 1-p^  . Then, § = 1 - £ in Lemma 6.1 and Tg = l-T^  in 
(6.17) and (6.18). Hence, a "Bayes-like" policy can be described by a 
single number j , 0<t<0.5 - In this case the expressions for W 
and S simplify to the extent that ve are able to produce exact expres­
sions for and r^ Cx) for all T • 
Frcaa (6.22) and (6.23) , 
/ \ 
r  =  2  l o g v  — )  ( 6 . 2 $ )  
and 
Pi 
-I--P1 
s = log( — ) . (6.26) 
Hence, the slope is 
S = s/r = 1/2 , 
% 
independent of p^ and T , and the template width is (from (6 .2h)  and 
(6.25)) 
log ( ^  ) 
w = rrr- • (6-27) 
ice ( —) 
Lemma 6.2; For any § e (O, O.5) , consider the SERT corresponding to 
the Bayes-like policy T = | ; i.e., the SPRT defined by 
S = s/r = 1/2 , 
R(T, §) = log ( ^  ^  )( 2 5 g ) = log 1 = 0 , 
W = 
log ( ) 
1 - Pi 
log ( — ) 
For such a policy T , 
KAGIT, P^ ) = 1 - (1-2P^ )[(1-T)V(1-2T)] 
P(ai|T, Pg) = (1-2P^ )TV(1-2T) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
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N^(T|p,) -  ^ (6-30) 
1-Pl ( r::- ) log ( rl- )2 
ASïï(tIPp) = + 1 _ • (6.31) 
1 OTS l-2p. 1 log ( —^ ) 
Pi 
Hence, 
r^ Cr) = L • P(ag|T, P^ ) + ASN(TIPI) ' (6-32) 
TgCr) = L • P(a^ lT, P3_) + ASNCrlPg) • (6.33) 
Therefore, the Bayes risk for policy T is 
r^ Cr) = § r^ Cr) + (l-§) r^ ir) • (6-3'+) 
Proof: From (6.27), it is seen that there is a one-to-one relationship 
between values of % and values of W • For values of W corresponding 
_ 00 
to the sequence { ] , Wald's [19^ 7] formulas for calculating OC 
n=0 
and ASN functions give exact results. 
To obtain (6.28), ve write 
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Pj) = Pi + (l-P^ ) F(ag|T, P3_, (1, o)) , (6.35) 
where (l, O) denotes the point in the continuation region corresponding 
to t = 1 and = 0 . From Wald [19^ 7] , 
T; P^ ) (1; 0)) = 1 - ( , (6.36) 
where, for this SPRT , 
1-P] 
A = , (6.37) 
B = A ( ) • (6.38) 
-L-T 
Hence, 
PfaglT' Pi) = 1 - (l-2Pi)( ) • (6.39) 
Similarly, 
Vj) = Pi P(a^ |T, p^ , (1, 0)) 
(1-2P^ )T^  
1-2% 
(6.40) 
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Likewise, 
ASN(tIPi) = 1 ' Pi + (1-Pi) [1 + ASII(t|P3_, (1, 0))] 
( ^  ) leg B + (1 - ^  ) log A 
- 1 + (1-Pi) [ ^ ] 
(2p -1) log ( ) 
i Pi 
•1 
(^ ~T) 2 
-Pi "8^  ( r; 
log ( ^  ) 
(6.41) 
and 
ASïï(t|P2) =  ^' Cl-Pi) + Pi [1 + ASN(T|pg, (1, 0))] 
-1 -1 
, A - _ 1 , a - _ 1 . 
( -tl ÎÏ ; log B + (1 - log A 
= 1-PiC-^-^^ ] 
(SPg-l) log ( ) 
• % • ^ 
ic« ( ^  ) 
Expressions (6.32), (6.33), and (6.3^ ) follow immediately. q.e.d 
2 The T'S corresponding to the sequence { ] of W's , form 
a sequence {a (p., )] , where 
n=0 
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 ^-1 
a^ (Pj) = ([(l-p^ )/p^ ] +1) . (6.43) 
It becomes convenient to define the intervals 
Then, 
Iq = [ao(Pi), 0-5) i6.hk) 
\  '  n > l  .  ( 6 A 5 )  
U I = (0, 0.5) • (6.46) 
n=0 ^ 
The SPRT for any r , T e will have the same continuation 
points as the SPRT for T = * Thus, (6.28), (6.29), (6-30), and 
(6.31) are constant on I^  , and hence can be expressed in terms of n 
[(1-p )/p 1 
P(a T e I , P.) = 1 - (l-2p ) [  ^ ] . (6.47) 
2 1  ^ L(l-Pi)/Pif ^  - 1 
P(a^ iT e I^ , Pg) = (l-2p^ ) [ 
[(l-P^ j/Pl]^ *^ ' - 1 
] (6.48) 
-Pi 
ASN(T1T e I^ , p^ ) = îlâi"^  [ 
[(l-Plj/Pj] n+1 
-[(l-p^ )/\]''+^  - 1 
] . (6.49) 
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1-Pl 
ASN(T|T s 1^ , Pg) = ï=2^ - - (n+1) [ a+i ] ' (6-50) 
1 L(1-P3_)/PIJ - 1 
C. "Bayes Ties" 
By Lemma 6.1, a Bayes policy for the special case p^  = 1-p^  and 
wrong-decision regret L , is characterized by a uniquely determined 
"Bayes tie"; i.e., a Bayes policy is a policy T such that 
T L = r (T) (6.51) 
T 
= T R C^x) + (1-T) 1*2(T) • (6.52) 
Such tie points T have also been investigated in Ingwell [1969] from 
another direction. The suggested algorithm simply is to solve (6.52) 
for T • This works because (6.52) has a unique r-solution, tq ; 
to be demonstrated now by examining L in (6.52) as a function of y : 
T, = L(T) = LCTIT s I ) = pr -• (6.53) 
U X ~ -U 
where 
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= ASN(T|T e P^) - ASW(T1T E PG) , (6.$^) 
3^ 5 ASN(T1T E PG) ; (3-55) 
Cn = 1 + P(a^ lT e Pg) - PCa^ jT e P^ ) ; (6.56) 
5 P(aJT e I ; Po) , (6.57) 
and can be computed from formulas in Section B. 
To exploit this relationship to obtain an algorithm for computing 
Bayes policies for the binomial decision problem with a given L  ^ we 
note some properties about the relationship between L and T • 
Lemma 6.3- L(T) , as given by (6.53), is a continuous function of T 
on the interval (O, O.5). 
Proof : In view of the form of (6.53), it is clear that lCTIT e I^ ) 
is continuous on the open interval remains 
to show that L(T) is continuous at the points in the sequence 
œ 
fa (p-| )} • We accomplish this by proving that, for every n , 
n -L n=o 
lim L(T|T e I , ) = L(a (p )) . (6-58) 
We first evaluate the right-hand side of (6.58) by substituting into 
(6.53) the expressions given by (6A7), (6.48), (6.kg), and (6-5O). 
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LCa^ CPl)) = 
CnCaa'Pl)] - ®n 
-2 , [(1-PxVPX]"' - Pi . (g.;g) 
l-2p^  n+1 
[(1-Pl)/P3_] ^  (l-Zp^ ) 
To evaluate the left-hand side of (6.58), we let x = (l-p^ )^/?^  to 
simplify the notation. Again by substitution. 
lim L(T!T e 
+ Vi 
3n+5 
n+2  ^  ^ <^ -Pl) 
n+1 
c ^  (l-p^ ) - P^  + Pi 
l-2Pi •n4-"l r>+'5 
(l-2pj^ )^  X  ^ (x ^  - 1) 
n+2 
l-2p. 
3n+5 n+1 
x  ^(I-P^ ) - X ^  
Pt n+? l-P] 
(^ -^ i) ^ i7 ^   ^ ( TliT ) ^ ^ 1 
n+1 n+3 
(1-2?^ )^  X ^  (x ^  - 1) 
n+2 
l-2p, 
+ 
3n+5 n+3 
( ^  (l-P^ ) - X ^  pj_ - x^ "^  ^(I-P^ ) + P^  
n+1 n+3 
(l-2pi)2 X 2 (x 2 - 1) 
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n-i-3 
+ 
l-2p^  n+1 n+3 
(l-2pi)2 X 2 2 _ 
= L(a^ (p^ )) . q.e-d. (6.60) 
Lemma 6. k :  The function 
LCTIT e I„) = 
T + 
Cn T - 0% 
n = 0, 1; 2, ...J as given in (6.53), is a one-to-one mapping of the 
open interval (O, O.5) onto the interval (2/(l-2p^ ), œ) . 
Proof: For every n , we have A >0, B >0, C > 0 , and D > 0, 
 ^ n — n n n 
as is easily verified from {G.k'j), (6.^ 8), (6A9), (6.50), and (6-5^ )^ 
through (6-57)- And cannot be in • Thus 
dlCrlx e I_) -A_D_ -
< 0 , (6.61) 
n "n n n 
for all n , and hence for all T e (O, O.5) - SJ {a^ (p^ )} -
n 
When T = 0*5 > the width W of the SPRT template is zero and it 
follows that the probabilities of incorrect decisions and the ASN func­
tions will be the same as those corresponding to T s Iq • Hence, by 
(6.53) , 
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As T approaches zero through positive values, we have from (6.28), 
(6.29), (6.30), and (6.31), 
(^aglT, P^ ) —» 2p^  (6.63) 
Pg) —> 0 (6.6!+) 
ASII(t1P2_) —^  ™ (6.65) 
asii(T1p2) —^   ^ 2p^ 1 ' (6.66) 
Hence, by 1'Hospital's rule, 
lim L(T) - + œ . (6.67) 
The statement of the lemma is proved by combining the results of 
Lemma 6.3 with (6.61), (6.62), and (6.67). q.e.d. 
It follows immediately from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 that the equation 
LT = r (T) has a unique solution in (O, O.5) • Thus, we summarize the 
T 
result as follows. 
Lemma 6.5: Consider the symmetric binomial sequential decision problem 
for the two states of nature 
9  ^
P =  ^ (6.68) 
Hg: P = P2 = 1-Pi (6.69) 
with unit sampling cost and -wrong-decision regret L • Let T denote 
the "Bayes-like" policy defined "by (6-18) with = T , Tg = 1-T • Let 
be the Bayes risk corresponding to prior | on i.e., 
^^ (T) = I ^^ (t) + (1-5) • (6.70) 
2 Suppose that L > r—^ — . Then, the equation 
r_(r) = L • T (6.71) 
has a unique T-solution TQ in (O, O.5), and the corresponding Bayes-
like policy TQ is a Bayes policy. 
Corollary 6.6: For the sequential decision problem of Lemma 6.5, if the 
2 
wrong-decision regret L is less than  ^ , then the optimal strategy 
is to not sample at all. If 0 < § < I/2 , reject , and if l/2 < ç 
< 1 , accept . 
Thus, we see that an algorithm for obtaining a Bayes policy for the 
sequential decision problem stated in Lemma 6.5 is given by the graph of 
A T + B 
L(T|T C I^ ) - c T . D • (-72) 
n n 
The restriction that p^  = 1-p^  permitted a reduction in the number 
of parameters associated with the decision problem. Rather than the five 
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parameters, p^ , Pg, L, §, and § , it was necessary to deal only 
with p^ ; L, and | • This induced symmetry permitted policy descrip­
tion to take the form of a single number T • In addition, requiring 
that Pg = 1-P2_ led to the derivation of exact expressions for quanti­
ties needed to calculate the Bayes risk for any policy T • Furthermore, 
it was then possible to obtain a single equation relating T and L 
with the property that for a given L , an optimal policy Tq is easily 
obtained. 
Results corresponding to those previously given in this chapter 
can be obtained without the above symmetry restriction. However, in 
order to obtain exact expressions for use in the risk calculations, some 
type of restriction on p^  and Pg is required. 
If Pg-j^  l-p^  , then § / l-§ , and a "Bayes-like" policy requires 
two numbers and Tg ; < Tg . The width of the SPRT template 
for policy Tg) is 
log ( 
1-1 
l-Tg 
)( 
log ( 
H
 
H
 
)( Ï '  •  
and the slope is 
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To obtain exact expressions for 
(6.75) 
(^^ "2^ 1 J T2^  Pg ) ' (6.76) 
ASNCTJ^ J Tglp^ ) (6.77) 
ASN(t^ ; TgjPg) ) (6.78) 
using the methodology of this chapter, requires that the slope S be 
the reciprocal of an integer. If we equate S to l/n , we find that 
the resulting relation between p^  and p^  is 
Hence, when p^  and Pg satisfy (6.79) for some n , exact expres­
sions for (6.75) through (6.78) are obtainable by a method similar to the 
one described in this chapter. Note that W is now a function of two 
variables, and Tg • Further, L is also a function of and 
Tg • In addition, two equations are required to identify risk "ties," 
namely, 
p^ (l-p^ f"^  = Pgd-Pgf"^  (6.79) 
TJL' = TG) + (L-T^ ) R(T^ , TG) (6.8o) 
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and 
(l-Tg)^  = Tg "^ 2) ^  (^^ 2' "^ 2^  ' (6.81) 
Thus, for a given L we must solve two equations in the two unknowns 
Ti? Tg rather than the one equation with one unknown as in the previous 
case. 
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